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B =(a.niq.B) + c.nil. 
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in a finite net. We prove that there exists no finite Petri net modelling B with respect to both pomset 
trace equivalence and failure equivalence. 
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1. Introduction 
When modelling concurrent systems as Petri nets, it is sometimes possible to have 
finite representations for infinite behaviours, by playing the token game on finite net 
structures. In particular, when generating net representations using composition 
operations like in process algebras, some recursive processes may be represented as 
finite nets where transitions are labelled by action names; see [4, 5, 121. For instance, 
the constructions of [4] allow one to build certain processes with unboundedly 
growing parallelism as finite P/T systems with unbounded capacity of places. 
The constructions in [4] work only for behaviours described by CCS terms without 
restriction or relabelling and with only guarded choice (which forbids initial parallel- 
ism in choice components). Taubner [12] shows that adding restriction to the process 
algebra from [4] already yields Turing power, and so in general there is no finite net 
representation in this case. Up to now it has not been considered formally to what 
extent the restriction to guarded choice is necessary in order to make finite net 
representations possible. This question will be addressed here. 
The following simple term with unguarded choice was discussed as a representative 
example in [4]: 
B =(a.nil ) b.B) + c.nil. 
It was shown that applying the constructions presented there to this term would not 
yield the desired behaviour. It was however left open whether any finite net correctly 
modelling B exists at all. 
We will show that the answer to this question depends on the chosen notion of 
correctness, or - putting it more formally - on the chosen equivalence notion. Two 
aspects need to be considered. 
(1) The aim of giving a Petri net representation is to capture causal dependencies 
between action occurrences. This can be done by adopting a pomset semantics where 
a system is equated with the set of its possible “executions” modelled as par- 
tially ordered multisets of actions, where the partial ordering represents the causal 
dependencies. 
(2) The branching structure of a system refers to the places where the choices 
between alternative executions take place. The branching structure is captured in 
greater or lesser detail by various kinds of interleaving semantics, an account of which 
is given in [3] as the “linear time-branching time spectrum”. The most prominent in 
this spectrum are testing or failure semantics and bisimulation semantics. 
It has been shown before that the behaviour of B may be modelled correctly as 
a finite net with respect to interleaving bisimulation, and even with respect to 
interleaving of steps (collecting in one step actions that may happen in parallel) 
[4, 111. The question remained whether the causal behaviour of B may be modelled 
correctly as well, and similarly if causality and branching structure both have to be 
preserved. 
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We show here that one may still find a finite net representation which gives the 
expected partially ordered executions, even when distinguishing terminated behavi- 
ours. However, we will prove that it is not possible to find a finite net that models both 
causality and branching structure correctly, when requiring at least failure (or testing) 
equivalence as a criterion for the preservation of the branching structure. 
2. Preliminaries 
We start by introducing some basic notions concerning Petri nets. For this we need 
multisets. rV* will denote the set of multisets over X, and fUi: the set of nonempty 
multisets. We use < to denote “multisubset”, and + and - to denote multiset 
addition and subtraction, “Membership” of a multiset, denoted by E, will be inter- 
preted as positive multiplicity of the respective element. Finally, a set YzX appearing 
in a multiset equation should be interpreted as the multiset that assigns multiplicity 
1 to the members of Y and 0 to all elements in X- Y. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be an alphabet. 
An A-labelled unmarkedjnite P/T net N is a pair (S, T), where 
l S is a finite set of places, ranged over by s; 
l TE IV”, x A x hJ5 is a finite set of transitions, ranged over by t. 
A marking of N is a multiset A4eNS. A marked net is a 3-tuple (S, T; MO), where 
l (S, T) is an unmarked net; 
l MORNS is the initial marking. 
We will often write S,,,, TN for the sets of places and transitions of a net N. We also use 
l r and to to denote the multisets of places forming, respectively, the first and third 
component of a transition t (the preplaces and postplaces of t together with the 
corresponding arc weights, respectively). IN(t) denotes the second component (the 
label) of t. Hence t =(‘t, lN(t), t’) for all tET,. We will refer to the resulting function 
lN: TN+A as the labelling of N. 
We will often use multisets of transitions. The notions of preplaces and postplaces 
can be extended to such multisets in a straightforward way, with notations ‘G and G’, 
respectively, where GE N T is a multiset of transitions. 
We can derive the flow relation of a net N as in the usual definition of nets: it is the 
relation FN s (S, x T.,,) u (TN x S,) defined by 
We will simply use the term net for the marked P/T nets defined above. 
Next we define the dynamic behaviour of a marked net. A transition tE T is enabled 
in a marking M, denoted M [t ), if l t GM. We also write M [t )M’ if M [t ) and 
M’=M-‘t+t’. 
The causal behaviour of a net is usually defined in terms of its processes. It is 
sufficient for us to consider finite executions, so we consider only finite processes here. 
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We will not define processes formally; instead we show the general form that they 
take, and we show that for the purposes of this paper we can do with a slightly simpler 
concept, viz. that of process words; see below. A process of N is a tuple (K, p) consisting 
of an unmarked net K with unweighted arcs, unbranched places and a cycle-free flow 
relation (a so-called causal net), and a mapping p : K -+ N satisfying a number of 
constraints. In terms of Definition 2.1, K is labelled by the set TN of transitions of N, 
and this labelling coincides with the transition part of p: 
As mentioned above, in our treatment of the behaviour of nets, instead of processes we 
use the derived notion of process words, which are essentially pomsets’ labelled over 
the transitions of the net (called abstract processes in [lo]). We first define some 
necessary concepts. 
Definition 2.2. Let A be an arbitrary alphabet. 
A partial A-word is a structure [E, <, 11, where 
l E is an arbitrary set of node names; 
l f s E x E is a partial ordering relation over E; 
l 1: E+A is a labelling function; 
l [ .] indicates the isomorphism class of (E, <,<, 1). 
The set of partial A-words is denoted W(A). 
We will use w or a to range over W(A). The following defines some auxiliary notions 
about partial words. 
Definition 2.3. Let A be an arbitrary alphabet. 
l If w = [E, <, I] E W(A) is a partial A-word, then the label multiset ojw is the multiset 
IREFUL defined by2 
Note that the label multiset is independent of the chosen representative (E, 6, I). 
l If wr, WOE W(A) are two partial A-words, then w1 is called a prejix ofwz if there are 
representatives wi = [EL, Gi, lf] such that 
EICE,A d1=d2n(E,xE,)A\I,=l,rE,. 
Note that this guarantees that El is left-closed with respect to d 2. 
l A subset WE W(A) is said to be prejx closed if it satisfies 
VW~E W.VW~E W(A).w, is a prefix of w1 =P WOE W. 
1 Isomorphism classes of labelled partially ordered sets. 
2 We need the “sum” notation to get a multiset; the construction {l(e) 1 eeE} yields just the set of labels. 
An alternative multiset construction is the function awJ{e~E 1 l(e)=a} / for all aeA. 
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Now we can define the process words and pomset traces of a net, which are, respect- 
ively, partial TN-words and partial A-words derived from the net (where A is the 
alphabet of the net). 
Definition 2.4. Let N be an A-labelled net with set of transitions T. 
The process words of N are partial T-words WE W(T) derived from the processes of 
N such that for a given process (K, p) the corresponding process word is [TK, 6, lx-], 
where 
l TK is the set of transitions of K; 
l d =Fj$T,, where FK IS * the reflexive transitive closure of the flow relation of K; 
l 1, : T,+ T is the labelling function of K. 
The pomset truces of N are partial A-words a~ W(A) derived from the process words of 
N such that for a given process word W= [E, <, l] the corresponding pomset trace is 
X ly, N = CE, d > 1, o 11. 
It follows that there are three levels on which the causal behaviour of a given net 
can be represented: in ascending order of abstraction they are the processes, the 
process words and the pomset traces of the net. Essentially, process words are derived 
from processes by forgetting the places and pomset traces are derived from process 
words by applying the labelling function of the net, and thereby forgetting the 
transition names. Note that this definition of pomset traces via process words is 
equivalent to the one in which the pomset traces are derived directly from the 
processes. 
The following lemma states that to determine the marking after a process it is 
sufficient to have the multiset of transitions of N that occur as labels in the process. 
Lemma 2.5. Let N be a net; let (K, p) be a process of N. 
The marking M reached after (K, p) is completely determined by the multiset of 
transitions qf N occurring in K, which is given by l*(w), where w is the process word 
derived from (K, p); we have M =(Mo+ l*(w)‘)-‘l*(w). 
Proof. This follows from the definition of the dynamic behaviour, which is reflected in 
the notion of a process. 0 
The following proposition now states some properties of process words that allow 
us to disregard processes in the remainder of this paper. 
Lemma 2.6. Let N be a net with set of transitions T. 
l The set of process words of N is pre$x closed. 
l If w is a process word of N and ((M,+l*(w)‘)-‘l*(w))[t) for some transition tET, 
then N has a process word w’ such that w is a prejix of w’ and l*(w’)=l*(w)+{t). 
Proof. Straightforward from properties of processes Cl]. 0 
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3. Results 
Now we come to the actual contents of this note. We consider the term 
B = (a.nil (b.B) + c.nil discussed in the introduction. We use an alphabet A = {a, b, c>. 
Let us first analyse the causal behaviour of B in terms of its (finite) pomset traces. 
There are several ways to derive the pomset traces of a given CCS expression. One 
possibility is to consider a well-established Petri net semantics yielding an infinite net. 
For instance, [9] generates the net shown in Fig. 1. 
Alternatively, we can apply, e.g., [2], which defines pomset transitions between 
terms. For instance, B allows the transition B “(b’(a”b’(a’ “cg nil 1 (nil ) (nil ) nil)), with an 
obvious pomset interpretation. 
Lemma 3.1. The jinite pomset traces of B are prefixes of the partial A-words of the 
following form for unbounded n 3 0: 
n 
Proof. This follows from either of the constructions discussed above. 0 
Two systems are called pomset trace equivalent iff they have the same set of pomset 
traces. Pomset trace equivalence will be used as the weakest criterion to decide 
whether two systems have the same causal behaviour. A slightly stronger criterion is 
obtained by extending pomset trace equivalence to distinguish terminated executions 
from partial executions, thus considering completed pomset trace equivalence, the 
obvious generalization of completed trace equivalence [3] to pomset semantics. 
We consider the question whether the causal behaviour of B can be modelled 
correctly by finite nets. Let us first recall the argument from [4] showing why the most 
straightforward construction does not work. Applying the constructions from [4] to 
the term B directly would yield the net shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 1. 
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t1 
a 
K Sl t2 . C 
t3 
Fig. 2. 
It turns out that this net actually models neither the causal behaviour nor the 
branching structure of B correctly. To see that it does not correctly model the causal 
behaviour, note that the above net has the pomset trace depicted by 
a 
b -C 
which according to Lemma 3.1 is not a pomset trace of B. Hence the net is not pomset 
trace equivalent to B. To see that the net does not correctly model the branching 
structure, note that after firing first the b transition and then the a transition, the net 
above cannot refuse c: if M,[t,)M,[t,)M2, then M2(s1)=l and M2(s2)=l and 
hence M2 [tz). However, B 5 a.nil ) B 5 anil ) (nil ) b.B) which does refuse c. Hence the 
net is not (interleaving) failure equivalent to 8. (It is however interleaving trace 
equivalent to B, although proving that is outside the scope of this paper.) 
Partly because of the failure of the above net to model the branching structure of 
B correctly, [4] restricts itself to a subset of CCS which excludes terms of the form 
(Pi ) P2)+P, (and thereby also the term B). We note however that the constructions 
of [4] still work for such terms as long as they appear outside the scope of all recur- 
sion. Using this fact we will prove that there does exist of finite net modelling B cor- 
rectly with respect to pomset trace equivalence and even completed pomset trace 
equivalence. 
Theorem 3.2. The behaviour of B is modelled up to (completed) pomset trace equivalence 
by the net shown in Fig. 3. 
Proof. The net in Fig. 3 is the result of applying the constructions of [4] to the term 
B1 =(a.nil ) (b.B, + b.c.nil)) + c.nil, 
where 
B2 = anil / (b.B2 + b.c.nil). 
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Fig. 3. 
Note that B1 is an example of a term of the form (PI / P,)+P3 outside the scope of 
recursion. 
We will show that B1 is completed pomset trace equivalent to B. Our proof is based 
not on the definition of the equivalence but on the known property that the equiva- 
lence does not respect nondeterminism. That is, completed pomset trace equivalence, 
denoted N +, satisfies the following rule for all CCS terms P, Q which are unable to 
deadlock or diverge immediately: 
a.P + u.Q N cpt a.(P + Q). 
Using this rule, unfolding and folding, we can derive 
Br 2: ,+ @nil ( b.(& + c.nil)) + c.nil 
= (ad 1 b.(a.nil 1 (b.& + b.c.nil)+ c.nil)) + c.nil 
= (u.nil j b.B1) + c.nil 
and hence B1 is a solution for B with respect to completed pomset trace equivalence. It 
follows that the net above models B modulo completed pomset trace equivalence. 0 
Problems arise when trying to encode the branching structure of B. References 
[4, 111 show that B can still be modelled up to step bisimulation. However, if one 
wants to represent causality as well as some information about the branching 
structure then one can no longer use finite nets. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 21 be any equivalence relation that implies both pomset trace equiva- 
lence and interleaving failure equivalence; then there does not exist a jinite net that 
models B up to 2. 
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Proof. Suppose that N = (S, T; MO) represents a finite net that models B up to z. The 
number of a-labelled transitions in N is finite; let it be k. 
According to Lemma 3.1, the following partial A-word CI is a pomset trace of B: 
k+l 
, 
- . . - b - b 
a is a pomset trace of N because = respects pomset trace equivalence; hence 
(Definition 2.4) N has a process word w1 such that a,, , N=a; let w1 be given by the 
following figure, where lN(ti)=a and IN(t;)= b for all 1 <id k+ 1: 
wl= t1 At2 /- 4 /; 
t; - t; d . . . d - 
The labels in this figure represent the T-labels of wl. Now because there are only 
k different a-transitions in N there must be a pair i,j< k+ 1 such that i<j and ti= tj. 
Let i, j be some such pair, and consider the following partial T-word: 
ti 
/ 
w2= t; + . . . d t;_l - t; - ... d t;_l 
Clearly w2 is a prefix of w1 above, and hence Definition (2.6) it is a process word of N. 
Let us now look at failures. One interleaving of w1 is the transition sequence 
t; . . . &fit; . . . t& 1. The corresponding action sequence is given by b’-‘abj-‘. Note 
that this sequence ends in at least one b. On the other hand, after this sequence B can 
only refuse the empty set, because the final b-action introduces another level of 
recursion, so each action in A may occur next. Because N respects failure equivalence 
by hypothesis, it follows that after w2 there must be a c-transition enabled in N. This 
implies that there is a transition t such that lN(t)=c and ((M,+/*(w,)‘)-‘I*(w~))[~). 
Now consider the following partial T-word: 
2 
w,=t; -----+ . . . + t;_l d t; - ... - t;-l 
Again, wg is a prefix of w 1, hence it is a process word of N. The corresponding pomset 
trace c(~ = a,, , N is shown by 
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Now because l*(wg)=I*(wz) (since ti=tj), it follows by Definition 2.5 that 
((M,+I*(w,)‘)-‘I*(wj))[t). But then (Lemma 2.6) there is a process word wq such 
that w3 is a prefix of wq and /*(We)= I*(w3)+ {t}. Hence c(~ is a prefix of a4=aWqrN and 
I*(Q) = I*(aJ) + {c). 
Now Lemma 3.1 shows that the only pomset traces of B in which c occurs are such 
that c depends on a b-action that does not precede an a-action; but in ~1~ there are no 
such b-actions. It follows that ~1~ is not a pomset trace of B. But this contradicts the 
assumption that 2: respects pomset trace equivalence. q 
4. Related work 
Besides the approaches mentioned earlier in the paper, we would like to comment 
briefly on some more work related to this note. 
A similar behaviour notion for nets as used here has been considered in e.g. 
[7,8, 131. However, the notion investigated there assumes closure under augmenta- 
tion of ordering, and in this respect is different from our process words (abstract 
processes in [lo]) or pomset traces. In [S] it has been shown that the behaviour notion 
we have used is retrievable for one-safe nets, but not for general P/T nets. 
Finite net representation for CCS are also considered in [6]. In this approach, the 
behaviour of nets is considered on another level of abstraction such that sequences of 
transitions may in a sense be considered as atomic. By mapping such atomic se- 
quences of transitions to actions, [6] may indeed construct a finite net for our CCS 
term B. 
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